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FORWARD

,..

Do you'write or prepare material fdr pamphlets, fact sheets, booklets,

or other publications aimed at consumers? These guidelines are offered

to assist you. in making sure that your message is getEing across and

that it is sensitive to the cons er viewpoint.11

i.
. /-r--

One, of HUD's five national-goals is, "to assure that the basic rights

of consumers are considered and respected in all housing and community,

development activities." EffectiVe communication is a basic, building

block in reaching that goal. .

;
p

. .
,_-

1/'We cknowledge with appreciation the assis ance given td us by

. many of HUD's experienced writers and-edit rs in the developient

of these gUldell;nes. .,

.

r

.1, .
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GUIDELINES

Section 1. Writing for consumers

1. PERSPECTIVE; Look at the subject,from
.

a copaumer''s perspective.

.
"Think consumer." : -;

, .
.

a. You are writing.a publication intended for the consuming

public. Then, keep the uTtimate: consumer and hig needs foremost

in your mind. The "ultimate consumer" is the eser.of.services

and products--you and I when we're buying ahouse, having

trouble paying the-mortgage, and coping with settlement pro,

cedures. -Though it sounds simple, this is the key element in

preparing effective consumer publications.
,/

b. Here are two examples that miss the mark:

A *brochure, "HavingzProblems Paying Your Mortgagei";

explains procedures such asforebearance to avoid lbsing

ybur home through foreclosure.

Problem: HUD hap received a number of 'complaifits,about a .

section in the brochure which encourages people to,deed
their holes to lenders. Alternatives should'halie been

suggeted,, such as mentioning that the owner can sell,the

house himself.
.

A handbook was drafted for housing managers.-

Problem: It left out any diacussion,of tenants.
.

2. FOCUS.. G lAfe the- piece a sharp focus. \'

a. Who is your reader? With some HUD public ations, it's hard to

.tell who the target audience is supposed to beoand this

usually 'diminishes the publication's effectiveness. Consider

whether-you need two separate publications, one forAkhe con-

tsumer, and another for those Who supply services, stIth as

lending institutions, real estate agents, developers, housing

managers.

. What is ,the publication supposed to accomplish? Is it general

background material on a new law or program, or.spefific

advice to the individual, or action advice to a group?

1

HUD-Wcush.. D. C.
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g c. Thinking through these two poidts will help to shape the

publication. '

3. COMPLETENESS. Present complete.information.

a. Be honest in facing both the pros and cons of the subject.

Striking a balance that gives the full story of any negatives

as well esethe positives serves the reader and enhances HUD's

credibility. I-

Example of Complete Information:, 'Questions--about Condo-

miniums," a,brochdre for consumers, mentions potential

difficulties a consumer might face with some developers.(

6 Example of Incomplete -±nfoiiiaeron: -..PBuying and Financing

a Mobile Home". does not caution the reader that mobile

homes, in contrast with conventional property, typically"`

- depreciate over the years.

4. CONSUMER INPUT. 'Talk to consUmers)Jefore yOu start to write.

a. Id addition to HUD' program experts and other sources ,of infor-.

mation, draw on Consumer groups for their insights into t

readers' needs and for the data they can also provide: You

-will receive the most' constructive help, we've .found, if you

establish a personal contact with one person within the group,_

and if that person sees you as fairminded. If you would like

aid in identifying potential contacts, the Consumer Affairs

Office would be delighted to help.

5. ORGANIZATION. Approach the material and its organization as if you

were a newcomer to the subject.

a: Yanc'through the material in your imagination. Introducethe

reader to the subject; then to the need for a government role

in the area, then'to how the program works._ ---

Example: The inetateLand Sales brochure, "Get the

Facts Before Buying Land," is confusing and disorganized.,

For example, it talks about the Property Report but never

describes it.

3/77,`
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PERSONALIZE. Reach out personally td the reader with the very

firist paragraph.

a. 'Start with a paragraph, preferably using the "you" form,'that"

addresses the reader directly. Catch his attention by making ,.

it obvious immediately that he has a stake in the informatibn

you are presenting. '

Example: Firs% Paragraph before

Section 518(b) of the National Housing Act, as amended in

1976, authorizes the Secretary of HUD to correct; or to

reimburse ,owners for the correctio9of structural or other

major defects' in some homes purcha4d on 31r after. August 1,.

1968, and prior to January 1, 19 3, if tie mortgages were

insured by the FHA.

Example: ,First Paragraph after

If your homehas a serious defect that endangers your life

or safety, you may be. eligible fOr assistance from the

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development in making

the necessary repairs. But the reimbursement will be made

only if you bought your home after August 1, 1968; and

before January 1, 1973, and if the mortgage"is insured by

FHA. /

7. WRITING STYLE. Write simply.

a. Write essentially the kind of language people speak. That

does not, however, mean, talking down to the reader.

b.. Avoid pretentious words. .Try "use "'not ':utilize"; "having

difficulty," not""experiencin& difficulty"; "because," not

"due .to .the fdct"; "reading," not "perusing." And there are

half a dozen good.ftrds to use instead of "finalize,"

"( "complete," "finish,"
"end," "conclude" are a few).

c. Avoid long, convoluted sentences. Keep sentence's shOrt, and

use the active voice rather than the passive. 0

Example: Before

Only those occupants who are tunable to obtain suitable

alternative,hdusing will be eligible to remain in

temporary hOUsing for tAe full twelve months.

}11JDTWash.. D. C.
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°Exatple: ter

You may stay in temporary housing'for th4 full twelve'
months only if you Cannot find suitable housing.-

1.2

r f
d. Keep pardgraphs short, each-focused ona single &ubje'ci.

*

e. Keep it lively'., Dullness is not prafundity.

You might decide to us e tecAital terms in yout publication

because in that way you arm'threacler when he goes to talk

with a supplier of services. But if you-use those germs,

define them! A good technique. is to introduce the, concept in

normal English, then aAd.the,technical term afterwards within

parentheses.
.

Example: "Falling behind in your mortgage payments

(delinquency)"
-.

g. If you refer to a section of a law by number (e.g.', Section 518)
4

explain it.

h. Avoid abbreviations, especially bureaucratic acronyms. Spell

them out. .4

i. Use examples and anecdotes, if possible, which allow the

reader.to identify with the subject matter.

Example: This is what we tried to .do throughodt-

these guidelines:"
__ 4 ,

j Be waxy of phrasing which may give the impression,.though-
.

unintended, of insensitivity.

Example of a paragraph deleted from a draft article abouv
- self help housing for a.special target group;

4
"From the 'beginning, it was recognized that only a

fractioo of any population-group has the stamina and

motivation to work during most of their free time for

extended periods."

8. GRAPHICS. Let graphics bear some of the message,'

a. Can you create a chart to illustrate your subject, such as

steps homeownerscan take to avoid foreclosure?

.3/77.
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b. Vary type faces, .use gold lay-out and design to engage the

reader's interest, and graphics to untangle complex concepts.

I

c. Work from the beginninvof.your project with the graphic degIgn

section, so that the text and artwork are tied together.

Pre-test the /publication.
I

4

a. Pre-test.a copy on a sample segment of your target audience,

if ydur time 'and budget permit.

. . '

b. Send a draft version tO'consumer and community groups for

review, as well as to other interested parties.

PRE-TESTING.

c. Experts in HUD's Headquarters and out in the field offices

should also 'have a chance fOr review.

d. It is...lair to provide a due date'by which you need to have

these responses, to avoid delay in finishing the publication.

Section '2.' Writing for Client Groups

--Publicatip intended for groups who supply services should also

reflect a concern for the consumer interest.

Example: in a brochure intended-for developers, which

explains "Financing Condominiums," a paragraph would be

welcome'explaining the safeguardS and protection Afforded

consumers by these programs.

Section 3. Note

Change the style of a piece if

checking babk with the program

publication.

t6 Editors and Re-Writers

necessary, but-n6t.the content without
person-who first drafted the

0*

5

8
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APPENDIX

WRITING POR C9N§iUMERS1- CHECKLIST'

1. THINK 'CONSUMER

use appropriate language
define terms
what are their needs?,

2. FOCUS

who are.your readers?
if there is more than one audience, should there'be a
publication for eachl

what is the .purpose of the publication?

gederal 1.acliground of material

describing a new - program

a how-to-do-it book
action plan for a group

3...COMI.LETE INFORMATIN

list resources and contacts
.define pros and cons of the subject
getquotations from A variety Of sources, attemp tng to balance

4. TALK BEFORE_YOU WRITE

HUD Program experts
trade association representatives
industry
consumers .

'5. ORGANIZING

Organdie the material as if you are a newcomer to the subject

6. WRITING

reach out to the reader in the first paxagraph, address him

directly, using "you".

1

HUD-Wash.. D.
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write. simply:, ,

. (..

t '

avoid long, convoluted sentences
keep paragraphs shorr,.foolpsing on a single subject

keep it lively, use examples and anecdotes
define technical terms and sections of the law ,(221(d)(3))

- avoid abbreviations and acronyms
. ,

7. GRAPHICS

use whenever possible - look for ways to inclOde good graphics in-
_

the publication -,consider aharts draWings, photographs

vary typie face, lay-Out and design'

8. PRE-TEST

pre-test the publication on a sample of your target audience

send draft to consumer and-community groups for review
send draft to HUD's Headquarters anthfield offices

.
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